
DIALOGUE QUESTIONS ON OUR COUPLE RELATIONSHIP

1. What is the one thing you do that makes me feel most loved?  HDIFAT?

2. What is the most endearing quality you bring to our relationship?  HDTMMF?

3. How can I be more for you in our relationship?  HDMAMMF?

4. HDIF when I have difficulty accepting (myself, my spouse, my children, my friends, or my enemies)?

5. What is the nicest thing you have done for me this week?  HDMAMMF?

6. WAMF about learning to accept you as you are?

7. What is the strongest quality you bring to our relationship?

8. “We could lose it all tomorrow and never mind at all.”  HDTMMF?

9. How does your love for me make me feel more alive?  HDTMMF?

10. HDIF making our relationship my number one priority?

11. “Take care of him/her.”  How does Jesus saying these words make me feel?

12. HDIMMF to have you in my mind and heart during our lovemaking?  After our lovemaking?

13. How does the busy-ness of our lives affect our sexual relationship?  HDTMMF?

14. WAMF knowing this could be our last day to love one another?

15. The discipline of dialogue is difficult.  Has it improved our relationship?  Is it worth it?  HDTMMF?

16. HDIF when we quarrel?

17. HDIFA admitting I am wrong?

18. HDIFA asking you to forgive me?

19. HDIF after receiving your forgiveness?

20. HDIFA “giving in” to end a quarrel?

21. HDIFA forgiving you when you won’t give in?

22. HDIFA “turning the other cheek?”

23. HDIFA forgiveness as an act of love?

24. HDIF when our love enables us to disagree without quarreling?

25. HDIFA my ability to control my temper?

26. HDIF when we see a need we would like to meet but we can’t?

27. HDIF when I volunteer us for something you don’t want to do?

28. HDIF when you volunteer us for something I don’t want to do?

29. HDIFA a very unselfish thing we have done?

30. HDIF when we share our feelings and our love with others?

31. HDIFA sharing that we are obligated to do (e.g. caring for parents in old age)?

32. HDIFA tithing our income and/or our time?

33. HDIFA God’s willingness to be generous to us?
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